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part A
AnEwer all the questions.

l. For a continuous random variable ,, ,! .r.2T r:,
. (a) F (6) - F(d). G) F (a) _ F (b).

(c) F(b+h)-F(a-h). (d) F(b+fr)_F(a+h).
2. Adistribution for which mean greater than variance :

(a) Geometric. : 
&) Binomiat.

(c) Poisson. (d) Exponential.
3. If X follow standard normal then 2X + B follows :

(a) Fdistribution. (b) Chi_square distribution.
(c) Normal distribution (d) /-distribution.

4' If X and Y are-independent normal variates with mean 1 and 1 and standard deviations B and 4respectively. ?hen Z =X*y is normal with :

(a) Mean 0 and standard deviation T.

(b) Mean 0 and standard deviation b.

(c) Mean 0 and standard deviation _1.

(d) Mean 2 and.standard deviation Z.

5' samplingvariance of mean based on a sample of size z is :
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6. Precision is the reciprocal of :

(a) Arithmeticmean. .: (b) Median.
(c) Variance. (d) Correlation coefficient.

7. Tlpe I error is :

(a) Accepting a falrse null hypothesis.

'-.(c) Rejecting a false null hypothesis. .!
'. (d) Rejecting a true null hypothesis.

Li-8' when population variance is unknown and sample size is small, to test ttre significarice of the
mean, we use

(a) f-test. (b) F-test.
(c) Normal test. (d) Chi-square test.

9. To test thb significance of proportion, we use :

. (a) F-test. ft) f-test.

(c) Normal test. (d). Chi-square test.
10. To test the equality ofvariances, the test used is:

(a) f-test. (b) F-test.
;. (c) Paired t-test. (d) chi-square test.

(10x1=l0weightage)

Part R

Answer anyeight questions.

Weightage 2.

11' For a Poisson distributien mean is 4 and standard deviation is 2. Find (i) p (X = t), (ii)ip (at least
one success) ; and (iii) st1gwr.r.. ' 

. 
--

72' Define log normal distribution and Pareto distribution. Give their applieations in Economics.
13' What is meant by sampling distribution and standard error ? Give the sampling distribution of

sample mean. what is the standard error of sample mean ?
14. 

:rstlnguis.h 
between (i) Null hypothesis and alternative.hypothesis, (ii) Level of significance and

power.
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15. Dlstinguish between large sample tests and small sample tests.
16. Define normal distribution. Give its importance.

17. Define central limit theorem. What is the limiting distribution sample mean ?
L8. Explain the terms unbiasedness and efficiency.

19. Distinguish between (i) Simple hypothesis and composite hypothesis ; (ii) One tailed and two tailed
test.

Explain the procedure of testing of significance of mean.

Explain Chi.square test for goodness of fit. ,'

A random sample. of size 16 has 54 as mean. The sum of the ,qrr."Ld deviations from the mean is
135' Can the sample be regarded as taken from the population having b2 as mea'.

part C

Ansuer any two qwestions.
' Weightage 5. \

23; (a) Define t, F and Chi-square distributions and give their applications in
(b) Explain the procedure of testing the equality of proportions.

rormal popul.ations. From the following data test whether the
two samples have the same variance.

' Sample 1

Sample 2

:6362727475

:6463678878

.

testing ofhypothesis.

Turn over
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25. A survey of 800 families with b childrcr each revealed the following iirt"ib,rtior, ,

No.ofboys : 0 1 2 g 4

No. of families : 40 t70 2gO Z4,A 60

Test whether male and female births are equally probable.
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26. Test whether the grven varieties are homogeneous.
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Variety1.'':'68'6E...7274...75748082
. .- t.

Vari"ty2 ' : - 64 6g'' 6g ' 7s 78 '78 .tB 76 79

v*","u'.686662.li7o76.72,|,u|78
t:

,


